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The Prince Albert Evergreen Artisan Show has existed for over 30 years in different settings within our city and has 
taken on a variety of venues.  Over the last several years our Evergreen Artisan show was set within our enviable 

downtown arts facility, the E.A. Rawlison Centre for the Arts.  Its centerpiece is the juried art show and sale. 
The building is a beautiful setting for showcasing our participants and their fine works.      
 
Vendors, willing and eager, start rolling out their showcase table(s), as the case might be.   Smiles are abundant as 
they watch their lovely display unfold and await the rush at the doors.  There is a wide medium of showcasing and 
demonstrations:  including sculptors, painters, the Woodturners Guild, Rock and Gem Society, Spinners & Weavers 
with live demonstrations of their techniques, writers, illustrators, etc.   Our initiatives continue to evolve.  With 
every new year we smooth out a few more wrinkles.  Besides food, market vendors also offer services such 'clarity 
solutions aiming to reduce feelings of anxiety, stress or lack of direction among working professionals'.   A juried 
art show and sale and live entertainment are a major part of the Evergreen Artisan Market.   Besides the artwork 
table from local artists, the Evergreen Artisan Market also features a wide range of local musicians.  Attendees are 
able to enjoy food and refreshments from local vendors as well.  
 
The foreplay to this endeavor begins with discussions and an evolving plan months in advance.  We coordinate the 
annual show beginning early in the spring.  The key core to the plan is the PA Council for the ARTS.  We are not big, 
but we are mighty!  Interest is gravitating and we encourage and appreciate personalities who form local networks 
and bridges like the Mann Art Gallery and individuals working within the Arts Center and greater arts community 
who have been instrumental in moving our annual event forward.  Organizing committee member and Evergreen 
participant Carolyn Carleton calls it 'a celebration of the arts'.  Her table at the market featured original crochet 
designs from her company 'Living Sky Crochet'.  Its strong local presence makes it a favorite for her. 
 
Our meetings are held in the PA Arts Center where we also coordinate, oversee and recognize OSAC shows, local 
artists, art instructors, their classes & similar exhibits.  By way of travelling art exhibitions through OSAC we set up 
shows in the John V. Hicks Gallery.  Our endeavors support the artists through coordinating receptions when 
anticipated.  Over the last few years, our group has gathered in the John V. Hicks Gallery to take down a current 
exhibit or facilitate the showcasing of a new one.  Our group exchanges hats readily as walls are patched, sanded 
and painted for the next exhibit.  It's really very lovely because we all get encouraged by the inspiration that 
surrounds us.   We are so fortunate our gallery has beautiful natural evening light streaming through its windows.  
Often visitors feel embraced by a peaceful invitation to the space.  It's a space of comfort for us on the PA Council 
for the Arts. 
 
This year's Prince Albert Evergreen Artisan show will be held November 13 and 14, 2015.  Interested artisan 
applications are available on line.  Please contact pacfta@gmail.com   
 
Sincerely yours, 
Lorraine Brokop, co-chair 
Prince Albert Council for the Arts 
 
A gold nugget: ... Wine & cheese ahead of committee's brainstorming meeting has enhancing potential..... 
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